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The Mazzaroth is the Zodiac and is comprised of the 12 Signs of the
Zodiac and their 36 associated Constellations.
Amongst many other things:
The Mazzaroth reflects the 12 works of Yahshua, who bring us into Life.
The Mazzaroth reflects our walk of life from our birth until our death.
The Mazzaroth reflects the 12 Tribes of Israel.
The Mazzaroth reflects His Word wherewith Our Father speaks to us.

מזרה

The word Mazzaroth is Strongs 4216
– mazzarah. Some Bibles
depiction of the zodiac.
have this word translated as: “Zodiac”,“Constellations”,“Stars”, “Morning 6th-century
mosaic in Beit Alpha, Israel.
Star” or, “Crown Season”. Several Bibles give in their notes the translation: “Crown”, or “Corona”

 – נזרnazar = to separate, to set apart, to
Strong deduces from this word 5144 the exact same word 5145  – נזרnezer

According to Strong this word comes from 5144
consecrate, to devote.

and gives as meaning for this word: consecration, crown, separation, Nazariteship.

The Pictorial explanation of both words  מזרהand נזר, will show a deeper, and a similar meaning.
– mazzarah: Behold ()ה, the living water, (the water which unites us with Yahshua, the
‘One’ who brings us forth) ( )מis separated ( )זfrom the head of man, (man’s consciousness) ()ר.
And:
– nezer The Life ( )נis cut off ( )זfrom the head of man, (man’s consciousness) ()ר

מזרה
נזר

Thus, the dictionaries tell us that the word Mazzaroth and its root means: ‘Crown’ and the
pictographic meaning of these words show us that: ‘Life’ has been cut off from our consciousness’.
What is the relationship between the two explanations?
Some 3000 years ago the people of Israel rejected Father. Before that time they had a personal
relationship with Him, yet, they wanted a King, alike the nations around them (1 Samuel 8). He gave
their life to a Flesh King and cut the life (His Life) off from their consciousness. This gave Israel’s
Royal Line their Sovereignty, the authority to decide over the life and death of their subjects, which
has finally resulted in the terminal situation our people are facing themselves in today. The Sovereign
Power over the people of Israel is shown in the crown of these Kings, because this crown was placed
on the head, or consciousness, of them, as they sought to serve the life of the people of Israel, though,
according to ‘their own self will’. At this present time in history some of the people of Israel come to
see the Mazzaroth to be a Crown again, like their forefathers saw that 3000 years ago. Not a crown
made of earthly minerals, a crown for an earthly King, but a Heavenly Crown fit for a Heavenly King.
For them Father has lifted the veil of the universe in their head, which is the seat of their
consciousness, as He likewise lifted the veil of the world’s starry sky. They see the Life, they see that
they are ‘One’ with the Father and Yahshua and they know this Crown is theirs.
They know their Life Story in the Mazzaroth, which began with their ‘birth’ in Virgo and concluded
with ‘the coming of the Son of man’ in Leo. The Life, which was once cut off from them has been
restored in their consciousness’, as they ‘see’ Him, their ‘Life Giver’, in ‘Their Life’. They are not
subject to an earthly King anymore, as they know that ‘His Life, the people of Israel’, is returned in
the Mazzaroth, making the Mazzaroth a ‘Living Crown’, which they wear, serving the nations.
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